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May 12, 1933. 

 

Major Lloyd C. Stark,  

Louisiana, Missouri. 

 

Dear Major Stark: 

 

Am I MAD. I am sincere, I really am. I do not know who did the dirty work, but I am 

just advised that the appointment which my brother Scott Muir of Belton, Mo., was 

seeking on the highway, was given to some one else. 

 

Zol Hale of Belton, who received the appointment, I am told by prominent people of 

that community, does not even qualify as a democrat. Yes, he voted the ticket but that is 

all, and for any knowledge of the work, he simply knows nothing. I do not whine as a rule 

and believe I can take a licking with any of them, but I am incensed, and wonder just why 

any one should make any great effort, except I was reared to be honest and work for 

what is right without thought of personal gain. I have given little, ray family have given 

little; we have asked but little. At all times we have tried to be consistent and unselfish in 



any public or political contribution we might be able to make. I ask nothing for myself, 

hope I shall never have to, but Scott deserved this appointment and I felt justified in 

asking for it. 

 

Something seems to tell me that Scott Wilson is responsible for this. And if he is, 

shame rest upon him. The many times my dear mother has gone to them in sickness and 

sorrow; even when Scott came into the world. That of course is beside the question, but 

nevertheless what is life. 

 

The only consolation I can think of is a better place for my brother. Surely this is not a 

complete refusal of deserved recognition on his own behalf. Be good enough, as a 

friend, Major Stark, to tell me how this happened. 

 

Tomorrow may be full of remorse for me, as I know if I slept over this I would not 

write, but just at this moment I see no virtue to suffering in silence. 

 

AM I MAD. 

 

Sincerely, 

Mary M. Mullen 


